
Human Behavioral Groups
The Beginning of the End of Our Constitution

12-7-91 

Our Nation the Untied States of America was constituted on the principle that
our  government  must  not  fund,  give  official  recognition  of  expertise,  power  of
enforcement to any human behavioral group. This separation allows a fair selection by
the majority of people to elect a representative, to govern with his principles from his
human behavioral group or groups for a term of years.

Religion must be officially recognized by the United States government as a
human behavioral group and a belief in God. Psychology must be officially recognized
by the United States government, as a human behavior group.

There was a man who threatened to kill his wife and did beat her up. The judge
sent  him  to  a  mental  institution  to  be  treated.  There  he  gained  the  trust  of  the
psychologist and was released for a few hours a week. During a pass he went and
killed his wife. There are men who sit at the controls of nuclear bombs. If he wanted to
kill a million people would he tell a psychologist?

Where is the truth? Does it lie in psychology, in religion? I say the people of the
United  States  must  decide  which  principles  are  to  use,  to  govern  our  nation  by
elections.  Neither  one  of  the  behavioral  groups  should  be  funded,  given  official
expertise, or have involuntary enforcement in our armed forces, courts, government
agencies, or schools.

People are afraid to speak up because they think they will have to be forced to
see a psychologist.  Can you imagine being forced into a religion? Is it not difficult
enough, having to be judge by a court established on principles from many human
behavioral groups?

To those who trust and obey religion. To those who trust and obey psychology.
To those who trust and obey both. To those who trust and obey neither please save our
constitution of one nation under truth that sets man free.

Your concern citizen, 
John J Nowak
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Dear Mr. Nowak:

January 10, 1992 

I very much appreciate you having taken the time to write me with your views.
Letters from New Yorkers such as yourself alert me to current issues, and provide a
range of opinions on how to deal with some of the problems affecting the citizens of
our state.  I  will  have your views much in mind should pertinent legislation come
before the senate, thank you

Sincerely Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Dear Mr. Nowak
January 23, 1992 

Thank you for your recent communication. As a United States Senator, I follow a
variety of issues and appreciate knowing of your concerns and interests.  Please be
assured that I will keep your views in mind and during any future consideration of
this matter.

Best regards Sincerely, John Glenn

Dear Mr. Nowak:

March 13, 1992 

Thank you for your recent letter.  I  appreciate your willingness to share your
views with me. Letters such as yours and others from concerned friends are a very
valuable  source  of  information  and very  helpful  to  me.  I  commend you for  your
interest and assure you that your views will be considered in my decisions.

Kindest regards, Sincerely Jesse Helms
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Dear Mr. Nowak:

March 25, 1992 

Thank you for sending me “Human Behavioral Groups: The beginning of the
End  of  our  Constitution.”  I  read  it  with  great  interest,  and  I  appreciate  your
thoughtfulness in bringing this to my attention.

Sincerely, Lloyd Bentsen
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